Geofacets for ArcGIS™
Fact Sheet

Go from hypothesis to validation to analysis all in one platform.

Do more with less by synergizing the analysis capabilities of ArcGIS and the information & data discovery capabilities of Geofacets in one efficient platform!

Geofacets for ArcGIS™

Better Hypothesize
Seamlessly discover and analyze information & data sourced from nearly 100 of the top geoscience journals worldwide without ever leaving ArcGIS.

Efficiently Validate
De-risk assessments and compare your proprietary models & information with validated insights from across the globe.

Stronger Analysis
One primary information solution combined with the mapping & analysis capabilities of ArcGIS facilitates stronger geologic models all-in-one place.

Spatially search for validated maps, figures, and tables in ArcGIS.

Directly integrate insights into your subsurface models without switching programs.

Geofacets for ArcGIS is available for ArcMap and ArcPro.

Geofacets
Geofacets combines a vast, vetted library of maps, figures and tables with powerful location-based search, so oil and gas companies find information fast. Whether georeferencing maps or structuring tabular data, Geofacets formats content so it’s easier to integrate and analyze.

For more information or a product demonstration, visit: elsevier.com/geofacets
or contact your nearest Elsevier office.
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